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Think it Over

Gratitude unlocks the fullness of life. It turns what we have into enough, and more.
It turns denial into acceptance, chaos to order, confusion to clarity.
It can turn a meal into a feast, a house into a home, a stranger into a friend."
Without gratitude, you can turn any paradise into hell.
Without gratitude, you will always walk away from the table still starving —
no matter what measure of abundance has been laid before you.
Without gratitude, every job is the worst job on earth, every spouse is deficient,
every friend lets you down, every home is on the wrong street,
every gift is the wrong size, every novel is full of typos,
every mattress is uncomfortable, every cup of coffee is too weak.
Without gratitude, every choice you ever made will always feel like the wrong choice.
Without gratitude, summers will always be too hot; winters will always be too cold.
The music will always be too loud, the movie will always suck,
the teenagers will always be rude.
Without gratitude, people who vote or worship differently from you
will always be monsters in your eyes.
Without gratitude, you will always feel you were born into the wrong family.
Without gratitude, the waitress will always be too slow,
and you will always get the worst seat on the bus.
Without gratitude, every driver on the road except you is an idiot.
Without gratitude, life is A Misery. The alchemy of all alchemies —is gratitude.
Even if we learn nothing else, we must learn how to say THANK YOU and stay blessed.

- Melodie Beattie
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A World Citizen’s PLEA to UN SecretaryGeneral, ANTÓNIO GUTERRES on
upcoming UN DAY –
24 October 2021
While launching the UN75 initiative in January 2020, UN Secretary-General António Guterres spoke inter alia about:
“…current global challenges, and the gap between
the future we want and where we are headed …”
As is well known, 51 countries came together to create the UN on October 24,
1945, with the principal purpose spelt out in the Preamble of the UN Charter:
"WE THE PEOPLES OF THE UNITED NATIONS DETERMINED
to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war …”
75 L-O-N-G YEARS have passed since the UN was formed!
If, WE THE PEOPLES OF THE UN, consisting of 193 countries today, are
serious about our avowed goal of A WORLD BEYOND WAR, please study and
join Shanti Sahyog Centre for Nonviolence, India (CFN) International
Initiative (in line with UN SDG 16) for the Political Legitimization of
Nonviolent Conflict Resolution
which petitions all adults living in democracies, National Govts. & the UN for
the following:
That, without abandoning the present Military Defence, a parallel Nonviolent
Defence be instituted in National Defence Systems globally.
#NoMilitaryArmiesintheWorld
The Legal Democratic Option for training in either:
Present Armed Military Defence or
Nonviolent Defence. #Let’sLearnNonviolence
The Legal Democratic Option for taxpayers
to divert their Defence Tax from Military Defense to
Nonviolent Defence. #IHaveAConscience

Nonviolent Defence draws its legitimacy from:
Article 18 of the United Nations Convention on Human Rights which states: ‘Each
Individual has the right to ... Freedom of Conscience.'
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Nonviolent Defense is based on Gandhi’s affirmation that, Nonviolence is NOT an
Emotion/ Feeling/Sentiment, but is a Science, i.e.,
i.) A systematic body of knowledge;
ii.) It has to be LEARNT;
iii.) Its Successful application depends on adequate study;
iv.) It solves problems.
So if we want our global village to move beyond war, we have to LEARN
NONVIOLENCE as well as train in Nonviolent Defense! Currently we are sadly
witnessing the continuing helplessness of the global community of powerful nations
in dealing with the ongoing regressive Taliban regime in Afghanistan. Humankind has
spent vast financial resources – currently, USD 3.5 million + per minute - and human
resources – the genius of past generations - on perfecting the use of violence to
resolve conflict, resulting in our military and nuclear arsenals. Perhaps the time has
come to acknowledge that the latter are not the answer to terrorism and war. The
need of the hour is to heed Mahatma Gandhi’s dictum that Nonviolence is a Science;
to be learned and studied well to be applied effectively. We need to master the tools
and skills of nonviolent conflict resolution. This is the rationale of the CFN Initiative.
Non-Military Defence experts have a blueprint of Nonviolent Defence. We need the
political will to put it into practice. We, therefore, urge world citizens to sign our
petition #ChooseNonviolentDefense, and support all the Initiative #s on change.org.
#ChooseNonviolentDefence Petition Link:
https://www.change.org/p/google-petition-for-choosenonviolentdefence?
recruiter=898902940&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=copylink&utm_
campaign=share_petition&utm_term=confirm_email
Please also subscribe to our CFN fortnightly Bulletin on the link:
https://shantisahyog.org/cfn-bulletin/
Dear UN Secretary General, António Guterres, are you listening?
Do take the lead in Giving Gandhi’s Nonviolence a Chance!
The time is ripe for World Leaders & Citizens to Learn Nonviolence to fulfill our
vision, articulated in the UN Preamble: A WORLD BEYOND WAR!

Fornightly Feature

Open Letter
to my Children
Dr. Suman Khanna Aggarwal
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Dear Ryan & Myra
As you turn 13 and 7 consecutively, and I turn 37 (so old!) I want to share my experiences
and thoughts which may help you in your life. Ryan, when you were born, it was difficult
to handle your wobbly head and fragile body. Yet, you were like magic for me. I couldn’t
believe I had created you. Since your daddy and I were in our early 20s, we were anxious
not to harm you unknowingly. So I read books and asked my elders and friends, how to
bring you up in the best possible way. It was only with your grandma’s expert
intervention that we learned to deal with your puzzling midnight yelps and howls.
It was difficult not to spoil you as you were showered with unconditional love and
attention from a family of 15. Gradually, I had to take a stand and become strict with you,
to discipline you for your betterment. I was harsh at times; I became a villain for you and
so you decided that daddy loved you more because he never said the proverbial NO to you.
But I longed to hug you and tell you how much you meant to me and how important it was
to teach you to be more responsible and dedicated towards your schoolwork. There were
times when Daddy and I fought, had long arguments, taking opposing decisions about your
future. In the end, however, we concluded amicably keeping your welfare uppermost in
our decisions.
6 years later, you - Myra came along. Daddy was so happy to have his baby girl. There was
much rejoicing in the family. Ryan totally doted on you. Both your dad and I were now
confident to bring up another child in a more sorted way. We made no mistakes and tasks
were done spontaneously without any queries or doubts. You were spotless and as cute as
a doll. All of us together made a perfect family picture now. You were a headstrong infant,
unlike Ryan. Whereas he was submissive, you were everything but that. We were
consistently amused by your sharpness and observation. Soon it was time for you to go to
school, where you won laurels and became a star performer - excelling everywhere.
It was difficult to manage both of you together initially, but it soon became a routine.
Myra, you were so naughty that no nanny could handle you.

Eventually, when you were four years of age I decided to handle both of you myself. It
was a joy ride every morning - though a bumpy one! There was anger and irritation, but
there was also laughter and loads of fun! My children, as one of you, has already excelled
and secured admission
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It’s not about what I want or expect from you; rather it is my way of throwing light on the
different roads available to you to reach your goal. I want you to choose for yourself the
road you decide to take; I don't want to decide for you! I just want you to understand
what each road has in store for you. The first road is as smooth as the present
expressways of our state.. It’s called the spoon-fed road. If you choose this, Daddy and I
will always be there to hold your hand and guide you to your destination. You can just
follow us, walk behind us, without thinking. We shall save you from all the pitfalls paying all your bills and fulfilling all your desires. This road which will be like a big resort
is called the delusion road. If you choose this, you will never have to make any effort at all.
You can sip your cooler and lie down, for all your demands shall be met by your parents,
fulfilling your every wish!
The second road, which is a walkway, is called the DIY (do it yourself) road. If you choose
this, you will have to walk alone. You shall of course have our support, but in the end it
will be you who will take responsibility for your actions. There shall be bruises, failures,
and embarrassments on the way. There will be times when you will cry and feel helpless.
It’s going to be a tough choice to decide which road to take.
What happens when you take the spoon-fed road?
You'll be comfortable but you will never learn to take your own decisions and stand on
your own. You will not have dynamism and gizmo. You will look at Daddy & me for every
small decision and be dependent on us for your emotional and financial needs. This road
with the resort of delusion shall paralyze you forever; not physically - but mentally and
emotionally. You would never taste the sweet fruit of hard work. You will become entitled
and adamant and never learn the harsh practical aspects of life. You will never know that
there is a real-world that exists beyond your delusionary resort. You will never earn
respect. It'll be a life well taken care of, but a worthless, unauthentic life of low esteem.
If you are brave enough to choose the DIY walkway, the run is going to be difficult; very
difficult. There will be falls and failures, along the way! But, the happiness to overcome
them will be priceless. The fruits of achievements shall taste the yummiest. You will be
sowing and reaping simultaneously. You will be a role model when you finally shall rise
and shine with laurels and applause from onlookers. You will value hard work, be grateful
for what you have earned. You will be humble and graceful, for you would have
experienced rudeness and ingratitude on your journey. You will be respected for your
knowledge and accomplishments. People will come to you for advice and shall feel proud
to be associated with you. There will be another world waiting for you! A world you would
be creating for yourself; a world full of bright promises and great relationships.
Children, your Daddy & I will always be proud of you, no matter which road you choose
to take. But, time never waits for anyone. It is important to be in the right place at the
right time. Don’t bother about what people will say. Always, do what you think is right!
I wish you both a bright future. Make a mark for yourself and live a good life! God bless!

-Your Mama

Shalika Jain
Author, Blogger & French Professor
Contact: jshals@gmail.com
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PANELISTS SPEAK:
Prof. Prasad Gollanpalli:
“Only women can give birth to a child – she is a lifegiver. She alone can handle everything – life patterns, protecting & preserving
nature. Women are superior to men in every single aspect. When we talk about
gender equality, we should give education to men more than women about how to
treat women.
In a country where Mahatma Gandhi - the Father of the Nation, was such a strong
supporter of women, even bringing them to participate in the national movement,
it is sad to see the current condition of women in India."

Prof. Subha Rajan, shed light on what the actual state of our country is- reports rank
India as the most dangerous country for women. In the Gender Gap Index, India slips
to 140th place out of 195 nations. In Gender Disparity – only Pakistan & Afghanistan
rank lower than India.
In India,Khanna
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harassment, and the global pandemic has worsened the situation.
23 million girls don’t go to school because of a lack of hygiene.
Forms of Gender Inequality:
1. Women work longer than men
2. Duel burden of home labour & market burden
3. Work for cash, especially in lower strata
4. Inequality in employment & earning
5. Sex ratio
6. Women looked upon like an object
Prof. Chandrakala Padia observed that the main reason for Gender Inequality all
over the world is that the entire educational structure is all male-oriented, the
curriculum makes students be gender-biased & stereotypical. All the famous authors
like Aristotle, who are being taught in classrooms, have always defined women as
emotional and less rationalShe also talked about Value Heirchial Thinking, how
women have either been concealed in the history of philosophy that is rendered
invisible or quite litrrally abused or at best presented as less than rational sex and
therefore less human than men.Women are always being related with emotion and
men related to reason.
Mrs. Samia Khan narrated how Pakistan handles Gender Equality:
1. Billions of people stand on the right side of history. People speak up, take a stand,
mobilize & take big-small actions to advance women’s rights.
2. Pak has adopted number of key international commitments to achieve gender
parity & women’s human rights.
3. National commitments – National Policy for Development & Empowerment of
Women, Protection against Harassment of Women at Workplace Act, Criminal Law
Act, National Plan of Action on Human Rights.
Dr. A K Merchant: Guaranteeing the rights of women and giving them opportunities
to reach their full potential is critical not only for attaining gender equality, but also
for meeting a wide range of international development goals. Empowered women
and girls contribute to the health and productivity of their families, communities,
and countries, creating a ripple effect that benefits everyone. A final area of focus in
attaining gender equality is women's economic and political empowerment. Women's
political participation is crucial for achieving gender equality and genuine
democracy.

Reader's Corner

Some answers
to the questions asked in Vol.5
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QUES.

Is it possible to observe Gandhian principles? If yes, then how?

ANS.
.
Yes, the above is possible. For instance, Gandhi’s principles of Removal of
Untouchability and favouring Harijans have found pride of place in the Constitution
of India as Directive Principles of State Policy. Further, Gandhian concepts of
Swadeshi, Swaraj, and Sarvodaya, are the basic pillars of India’s strong participatory
democracy and in tune with PM Modi’s initiative of Atmanirbhar Bharat - SelfReliant India. It is also possible to adhere to Gandhian values of nonviolence and
truth at a personal level. This will help lessen the communal/ ethnic violence that
India and the world faces today. Sticking to truth becomes all the way more
important in the age of misleading/ fake/ paid news.
To address the 2nd part of the question, we can observe Gandhi’s principles in the
following ways:
Reading his writings, books, and weekly Newsletters to derive motivation from
them;
Spreading his ideas and principles through online/ offline modes;
To associate with a group - like CFN – dedicated to promoting the Gandhian
legacy, so that even if we falter in various phases of life, we have a support
system that helps us when we falter and enables us to not quit, and encourages
us in implementing Gandhian principles in everyday life;
Through self- discipline.
-Mayuri Kar
Amity University, Noida
mayurikar96@gmail.com

Gandhi said-“My religion is based on truth and non violence. Truth is my god. Non
violence is the means of realising him.” He preached and practiced his belief till his
last breath. In today’s scenario it is indeed possible to observe his prophecy.One’s
motto should be to be truthful and honest. Lying is a vicious circle of karma where a
person gets entangled within his own web of lies.

Whereas, truthfulness can lessen his burden. Violence should never be an option for
anybody. It instigates crime and spreads unrest in the society. Gandhi believed that
to bring about change in the world, it was not necessary to be aggressive. Gently, one
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can constitute wellness in the world.
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-Muskan Jain
Amity University, Noida
muskanjain8@gmail.com
Yes, we can truly say that it is possible to observe Gandhian principles today because
as Gandhiji's thought of a society with no poverty, no hunger, no unemployment,
education & health for all. We can see in our today's world as well that many NGOs,
GOs, & our Goverment are fighting for making our society better including these
primary thoughts of Gandhiji with the help of Gandhain principles that is truth &
non-violence. By adapting these, Gandhhian principles we can contribute in our
society to make it better trtuthfully without any violence.

- Sabana Azmi
Amity University,Noida
tanyakhan27work@gmail.com

Mahatma Gandhi is the father of the nation. He mobilised people on the path to
freedom with his principles of truth, love, and ahimsa (non-violence). Being a part of
a nation that has reclaimed its freedom from the hands of outsiders makes me a firm
believer in the possibility of adhering to Gandhian principles. Although Gandhian
principles still stand as valid, in this era of rapid development, we need tools that are
concrete and impactful to convey our stand as a nation.
As a developing nation, we are still battling with challenges like terrorism, socioeconomic inequalities, and corruption, etc. Therefore, Gandhian principles cannot be
the only way to overcome these barriers. Hence, we need to learn to strike a balance
between Gandhian principles and an individual’s course of action.
-Dona Jojo
Amity University, Noida
donojojo99@gmail.com
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QUES. Kasturba was born in the same year as Gandhi, do you think she is

underrepresented in histroy?
ANS.

Yes, I feel she has been underrepresented. One of the reasons why Gandhiji could
emerge so strong was because of the fact that he had an iron support from his wife,
who sacrificed many things in her life. While Gandhiji was away from home for long
periods or had to be in the prison, she had to stay away. The amount of courage –
physical and moral, self- discipline she had shown was commendable. She had been a
loving mother, as often she was referred as ‘Baa’. She was first of t he satyagrahis sent
from Phoneix into the Transvaal to protest the decision of South African govt to
declare all non- Christian marriages null and void. She was a doting leader as well as
she had to go to prisons, took fasts, gave up religious beliefs.
Despite this, she was not submissive in character. Gandhiji in his autobiography has
mentioned that he did try to dictate her. However, back in the days, she was vocal
enough to not be cowed down by others, including her husband. Gandhiji’s
tremendous work, has somehow overshadowed her sacrifices and work. It needs to
be highlighted more.

-Mayuri Kar
Amity University, Noida
mayurikar96@gmail.com
Kasturba Gandhi's name is often lost in the face of Gandhi's leadership but she was
his pillar of support, the first individual who was a part of him like none other.
Her silence in the face of Gandhi’s generosity is often read as submission, or absolute
devotion, to her husband. Kasturba’s role in the freedom struggle and her influence
over Gandhi’s life has been put down to the shadows. But without her “unfailing
cooperation”, Gandhi himself once admitted, “I might have been in the abyss.”

- Sabana Azmi
Amity University,Noida
tanyakhan27work@gmail.com

Kasturba Gandhi was Bapu’s life partner in every sense. She was actively responsible
besides him starting from the Phoenix settlement in South Africa in 1904 till the time
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Mahatma’s seat when he was in prison. She was underrepresented in Indian history
because she chose to stay in Bapu’s shadow. She could have her own identity as she
was a favourite amongst the masses. But the stature of Mahatma was so grand, she
went unnoticed. However, her contribution and support cannot be foregone in Indian
history.

-Muskan Jain
Amity University, Noida
muskanjain8@gmail.com

Kasturba was always a backbone for mahatma Gandhi. She fasted for Gandhi when
he was in jail. She loses heart in things like – jeweler, food, religious beliefs etc.
When Gandhi took a vow of chastity, she recognized his choice and made her peace
with it. She had her own ideals and stuck by them, but never attempted to try and
bend others, including her children, to her will.
Her role as a freedom fighter, as a khaki promoter is praiseworthy. Instead of
subsidizing her role in shadows of Gandhi, we should remember her by her own
strength, achievements and sacrifices.
-Dona Jojo
Amity University, Noida
donojojo99@gmail.com

Let's Connect
Dr. Suman Khanna Aggarwal
Founder & President CFN

In 50 to 100 words,
Share your thoughts on
"Does the United Nations lack
autonomy as it’s dependent for its
existence on funding by Nation States?"
&
"Has the UN dealt with the situation in
Afghanistan properly?"

Send us your artworks/articles to
cfn@shantisahyog.in to get featured
in our next Bulletin!
Theme for Artwork - Diwali
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